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Abstract

Conventional ternary content addressable memory (TCAM) provides access to stored data, which consists of '0', '1' and 'don't care', and outputs the matched address. Content lookup in TCAM can be done in a single cycle, which makes it very important in applications such as address lookup and deep-packet inspection. This paper proposes an improved TCAM architecture with fast update functionality. To support longest prefix matching (LPM), LPM logic are needed to the proposed TCAM. The latency of the proposed LPM logic is dependent on the number of matching addresses in address prefix comparison. In order to improve the throughput, parallel LPM logic is added to improve the throughput by 10× compared to the one without. Although with resource overhead, the cost of throughput per bit is less as compared to the one without parallel LPM logic.
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1. Introduction

Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is beyond prototyping. FPGAs have been proposed in application-specific platform such as network FPGA (netFPGA) for high-throughput network processing [1, 2] such as for packet forwarding e.g. [3-5], deep packet inspection e.g. [6-8], network traffic classification e.g. [9-11], and network security e.g. [12-16]. However, conventional FPGAs do not have built-in ternary content addressable memory (TCAM). It is advantages for TCAM to be implemented in FPGAs especially for fast content look-up. TCAM on FPGA can be built based on either memory, or lookup table. UE-TCAM by Ullah [17] and Jiang [18] are examples of random-access memory (RAM) based TCAM. Both works proposed TCAM architectures with existing memory bits in FPGA. UE-TCAM [17] requires less latency compared to Jiang’s [18], although the former is without update logic. On the other hand, Jiang’s [18] consumes less memory as compared to UE-TCAM, which is suitable for RAM with narrow address width. TCAM may require frequent updates for LPM applications. Hence, UE-TCAM [17] and lookup table based TCAM such as [19] would require regeneration of partial bitfile when TCAM requires updates.

In order to perform the update operation, this paper proposes an update logic to the UE-TCAM [17] architecture. The proposed update logic performs TCAM add and delete operations. To extend the application of the proposed TCAM for LPM operations, a parallel LPM logic is also proposed. Section 2 discusses in details of related works. Section 3 explains the hardware architecture for proposed update logic and parallel LPM logic. Section 4 discusses and analyzes the result. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Related Works

Among the works that utilize RAM to implement TCAM are by Ullah et al. [17, 20, 21] where the RAM is being partitioned horizontally and vertically [17]. Divides conventional TCAM content into column and row order into L\times N sub-tables, where L is the number of horizontal partitions and N is the number of vertical partitions. Each horizontal partition (a layer) is implemented as a RAM block of the same address range. Vertical partitioning divides W-bit
words into \( N \) sub-words of \( w \)-bit wide. The vertical partitioning is aimed to reduce the memory requirement as much as possible. In [17], an input word of \( C \)-bit wide is divided into \( Nw \)-bit subwords in the vertical partitions. Hence, each RAM unit is \( 2^w \times K \) where \( K \) is the subset of original addresses. Each subword acts as an input to the RAM unit. The overall architecture of UE-TCAM [17] consists of RAM units, ANDing logic, and layer priority encoder.

Another RAM based TCAM is by Jiang [18], where narrow TCAM is used to build a wide TCAM. \( P \) narrow TCAMs are used to build \( N \times W \) TCAM, and \( P \) is 1, 2, ..., \( W \). The size of \( i \)-th TCAM is \( N \times w \) where \( i \) is 1, 2, ..., \( P \) and \( W \) is the summation of \( W \). The lookup time of \( P \) RAMs is \( O(1) \) time. The update time will be determined by the longest time of update for RAM or \( O(2^n) \) time [18]. Stated when the depth of each RAM is 2 (\( w=1 \)) or 4 (\( w=2 \)), the overall memory requirement is at its minimum. Simple dual-port RAM is being used to reduce update latency to \( 2^n+1 \) cc. Another work [22] focused on investigating different SRAM-based structure for IP look-up by the Jiang and Prasanna.

A modular architecture which consists of arrays of small-size RAM-based TCAM was also shown in [18]. The modular architecture is mainly to improve throughput and resource usage especially for large-scale implementation that has complex routing from bitwise ANDing and priority encoding, thus reducing the throughput. Besides, the achievable clock rate is also affected. Resource sharing is achieved by decoupling update logic to be shared by multiple TCAM units. Each unit is pipelined to solve for the throughput degradation in ANDing large number of bit-vectors. Low power RAM-based hierarchical CAM [23] was also introduced to reduce power from the modular architecture which constructed from \( P \)-narrow TCAM. Several other worthy approaches can be found in [24, 25].

3. Proposed RAM-based TCAM for Longest Prefix Matching

In the UE-TCAM architecture, \( C \)-bit input data is sent to \( L \) number of layers which contain \( N \) vertical partitions in each layer (i.e., \( Nw \)-bit subwords). The result of the vertical partition is \( K \)-bit, which is the subset of original address. Each bit of \( K \)-bit represents the original matching address of the TCAM. The \( K \)-bit addresses is then subjected through layer priority encoder (LPE). The lowest matching address serves as the possible match address (PMA). The CAM priority encoder (CPE) selects the lowest PMA as the final match address (MA). Increasing data width of a TCAM can be done through increasing either the number of partitions in each layer or the depth of the RAM. On the other hand, increasing the number of words stored in TCAM can be done by increasing either the width of RAM in every partition or increasing the number of layers.

3.1. Proposed Update Logic

There are two types of operations in the proposed TCAM architecture; lookup operation and update operation. The lookup operation is where input data sent to the TCAM to produce the output address. On the other hand, the update operation consists of the add and delete operations. The add operation adds TCAM word to certain addresses, whereas the delete operation deletes TCAM word from certain addresses. The lookup operation takes 1 clock cycle (cc), whereas the update operations take \( 2^n+1 \) cc. To add the update logics to the existing UE-TCAM architecture, several blocks are added, which are dataRegUnit, maskUnit, and updateLogic. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1. The dataRegUnit is to hold the input data for update operations that take many cycles. The maskUnit decodes the mask for the add operation. MaskUnit will have \( N \) number of maskProcessUnit. The \( i \)-th bit of mask is ‘1’ if the \( i \)-th bit of ternary word is binary or ‘0’ if the \( i \)-th bit of ternary word is ‘don’t care’ or usually denoted as ‘X’, e.g., ‘10XX’ is masked by ‘1100’. The maskUnit will take \( C \)-bit mask, data, and update address counter from updateLogic to produce the update address and wren flag for the RAM in each vertical partition. For LPM application, the ‘X’ or ‘0’ are located in the lowest \( i \) significant bits. In networking, the netmask is divided into two portions; the higher network prefix and the lower host suffix. The network prefix bits contain only ‘1’ in netmask and are used for IP address forwarding. In the maskUnit, the bit that is high or not ‘X’ in the mask will be ANDed with \( C \)-bit data, whereas the bit that is ‘0’ or ‘X’ is inverted and ANDed with the update address counter from the updateLogic. Then the ANDed results are both ORed together to become a valid update address for each vertical partition. By doing so, data are translated to the update
address of the vertical partition. If there is an 'X' in the mask, one or more addresses of the vertical partition or the location inside RAM will be updated.

The \( \text{wr}_{\text{addr}} \) is the word address for writing to the TCAM. There is a decoder in \text{updateLogic}, which functions for decoding the write address into bit location \( m \) of \( K \)-bit data for RAM update. For example, when the write address is 111, the 7-th bit of \( K \)-bit output of the decoder will be ‘1’. There are two decoded data from the \text{updateLogic} to write to the RAM partition, one is for the add operation and another is for the delete operation. One-hot encoding output from \text{updateLogic} is sent to Control Unit (CU) to control the write enabling of the dedicated layer.

The update address counter in \text{updateLogic} counts from 0 to \( 2^w-1 \). As the count is \( w \)-bit, concatenating \( N \) number of \( w \)-bit counts become \( C \)-bit update address counter. The \( C \)-bit update address is sent to \text{maskUnit} for processing, which returns the write address for RAM. During the add operation, only certain location of the RAM will need to be updated, whereas during delete operation, all RAM locations will be updated. Every vertical partition is made of a simple dual-port RAM. Each bit stored in RAM represents a TCAM location. As every RAM is \( K \)-bit wide, each RAM stores \( K \)-bit TCAM location. As the update operation will only update \( m \)-th bit without overwriting the remaining \( K-1 \) bits, the RAM performs read for one cycle and performs write (of a new \( K \)-bit data) in another cycle. By using dual-port RAM, read and write operations can be done simultaneously in one cc. Hence, the total cycle for updating the RAM is \( 2^w+1 \) cc. When no update operation is performed, the data input of TCAM will be the input to TCAM for the lookup operation.

![Diagram of Modified UE-TCAM with added update logic](image)

Figure 1. Modified UE-TCAM [17] with added update logic

### 3.2. Proposed LPM Logic

The proposed LPM logic for LPM application is shown in Figure 2. The modified TCAM with added update logic is as in Figure 1, except the LPE and CPE are removed. The \( K \)-bit output from each layer is concatenated to become the total match vector of \( T \) bits. The total match vector is then sent to \text{prefix_block} for extracting the prefix length for each match address. The \text{prefix_location_search} functions to obtain one match address starting from a lower address at each cycle. The match address from \text{prefix_location_search} is sent to \text{prefix_table} to obtain the prefix length of the matched address. After extracting the prefix length for each matched address, the \text{scan_longest_prefix} determines the longest prefix hit as the LPM result.

- The \text{mask_prefix_quantity} and the \text{write_prefix_data} are for the prefix length update.
- The \text{mask_prefix_quantity} calculates the total number of prefix length, while
the write_prefix_data processes the prefix length before sending it to prefix_table for an update operation.

- The prefix_location_search contains Lget_location that process K number of match vectors to obtain one matched address in each cycle. The CPE selects the matched address. prefix_location_search requires 1 cc to load the T match vectors into the get_location for initialization and several cc more to obtain match addressed from the match vector.

- The prefix_table contains several prefix_table_partition, each can store 1024 prefix data. The prefix_table_partition can be increased to store more prefix data. The prefix_table_partition also performs prefix add and delete operations. Reading the prefix length for a matched address takes only 1 cc. To add or delete the prefix data from the prefix_table_partition, 1 cc is required to read from RAM and 1 cc to write back to the RAM. Since the update latency is not critical for prefix_table_partition, normal RAM structure is sufficient.

- The scan_longest_prefix stores the match address with the longest prefix as the LPM result that takes 3 cc. It takes 1 cc to load the matched address and selects the 6-bit prefix length, another 1 cc loads the matched address with the longest prefix into the register, and another 1 cc to load the matched address as an output.

![Figure 2. Modified TCAM with LPM logic for obtaining longest prefix address](image)

The total clock cycle for obtaining the LPM depends on the number of matched addresses for prefix comparison. The total latency until the first result is obtained is 7 cc (1 cc to obtain the T-bit match vector from the proposed TCAM, 1 cc to load T-bit match vector into the register in prefix_location_search, 1 cc to start processing in prefix_location_search, 1 cc for prefix_table, and 3 cc for the scan_longest_prefix). In order to compare prefix length for next matching address, the process continues in the pipeline starting from processing prefix_location_search until the end of scan_longest_prefix. Let say the number of matching address for prefix comparing is y, thus the total cycle to perform LPM is 7+(y-1) cc. The update operation for LPM logic does not add additional cycles to the existing architecture as the prefix update operation is performed simultaneously with the TCAM word update.

3.3. Parallel LPM Logic

To increase the throughput of TCAM for LPM application, many LPM logic blocks are added. While waiting for the current LPM block to compare for prefix length of match addresses, another LPM block can start processing new set of output from the TCAM. The additional logic elements added for the parallel LPM logic are the demux, mux and counter. The counter counts H parallel stages of LPM logic. In each cc, T-bit match vector is loaded to different parallel LPM logic for processing. Figure 3 shows the parallel LPM logic. To reduce the latency of LPM logic, the scan_longest_prefix has been changed to 1 cc processing instead of 3 cc as in Section 3.2. The total cc for the improved LPM logic in one stage is 5 cc. Hence, to compare y match addresses for prefix length requires 5+(y-1) cc.
4. Results and Analysis

The TCAM architecture for LPM application is been configured for IPv4 (32-bit addressing). Besides, the proposed TCAM is evaluated for \( N=4 \), \( w=8 \), and \( K=128 \). The TCAM architecture is built on Intel Cyclone IV E Family. The memory unit inside every vertical partition is built with the on-chip dual-port RAM using M9K memory block type. The M9K memory can be configured to 256×128 block size. The value of \( L \) is varied as it determines the total number of TCAM words that can be stored. Also, the number of matching address for prefix length comparison is \( y=6 \). Therefore, the maximum parallelism stage that can be defined for increasing the throughput is \( H=10 \), i.e., as the total cycle of one LPM stage for six matching addresses is 10 cc.

4.1. Evaluation Results

As the input data and mask are 32-bit, the content stored in every address of TCAM shall be 32-bit as well. Since there are four vertical partitions in each layer, each partition has RAM block with 8-bit address width. The analysis results obtained from the proposed TCAM architecture are shown in Figures 4 to 7. As the number of TCAM word that can be stored increases, the number of logic elements and memory resource usage also increase. When the size of TCAM doubles, the memory usage also doubles as illustrated in Figure 4. The memory resource usage with parallel LPM logic increases slightly as compared to without parallel LPM logic as the additional memory is for the prefix_table only. Intuitively, more logic elements are required for the parallel LPM logic. However, the logic elements over throughput per TCAM bit is actually less compared to without parallel LPM logic Figure 5. The throughput improvement is about 10× as shown in Table 1.

Figure 4. Effect of TCAM depth \( (N) \) on LE and Mem bits

The effect of different TCAM configuration on the maximum frequency is also evaluated. Figure 6 shows the frequency of the TCAM architecture as obtained from the TimeQuest Timing
Analyzer. The frequency decreases as TCAM size increases due to the fact that the critical path is affected by the PEs and CPEs in the TCAM architecture. This applies to TCAM with parallel LPM logic as well. In addition, the frequency of TCAM with parallel LPM logic is less than without parallel LPM logic. This is resulted from the addition of the demux, mux and counter for parallel LPM logic architecture. Figure 7 shows the effect of the number parallel stages of LPM logic to the TCAM architecture. The Figure shows that as the number of parallelism stage increases, the number of logic elements and memory bits increases almost linearly. This means that by enabling a different number of stages for parallelism, the number of logic element and memory bits can be estimated.

Figure 5. LE/throughput and Mem bits per TCAM bit

Figure 6. Effect of TCAM depth ($N$) on maximum frequency

Figure 7. Effect of #parallel stages on LE/Mem bits
4.2. Comparison with Previous Works

There are two major works on RAM-based TCAM built on FPGA being compared to this work, which are [17,18]. The difference is that [18] was built with narrow TCAMs whereas UE-TCAM was built with large RAM blocks. The proposed TCAM for LPM application cannot be directly compared with the existing works [17,18] because their works were implemented on different FPGA families. Thus, UE-TCAM is built on the targeted Cyclone IV FPGA in this work. Table 1 shows the comparison with previous works. The UE-TCAM built has a maximum frequency of 179.28 MHz and latency of 3 cc. When update logic and LPM application are added, the frequency becomes 126.66 MHz with 12 cycle latency. When parallel LPM logic is added to the TCAM, the frequency decreases to 106.52 MHz at 10 cc latency due to additional logic added for controlling parallel LPM logic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>FPGA Family</th>
<th>Max Clock Rate (MHz)</th>
<th>Latency (cycles)</th>
<th>Memory Bit</th>
<th>Resource Usage</th>
<th>Update Cycle (cc)</th>
<th>Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jiang [18] (1024×160)</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-7</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>ERAM (36 kbit)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiang [18] (1024×160)</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ERAM (36 kbit)</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>37,556 reg</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulah et al. [17] (512×32)</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-6</td>
<td>201.78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32×39K (-1 kbit)</td>
<td>1,583 UUT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rework of UE-TCAM [17] (512×32)</td>
<td>Cyclone IV</td>
<td>179.28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>524,280</td>
<td>1,544</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>59.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed TCAM (64×32)</td>
<td>Cyclone IV</td>
<td>126.66</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>524,280</td>
<td>6,233</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>10,556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proposed TCAM with parallelism (64×32)</td>
<td>Cyclone IV</td>
<td>106.62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>555,008</td>
<td>25,714</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>106.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a RAM-based TCAM is proposed on targeted FPGA based on the UE-TCAM architecture [17]. An update logic has been added for performing the update operations. Parallel LPM logic has been proposed with improved throughput for LPM application. In the proposed TCAM, the lookup latency depends the number of matching addresses for prefix comparison. Apart from the proposed TCAM architecture for LPM application, there is still some rooms for improvement. The TCAM architecture can be divided into different blocks to store for contents according to prefix length. Doing so could reduce the processing time of the LPM logic. A smaller number of matching vectors will be processed by LPM logic. Data of different prefix length could be stored with RAM block of different sizes to reduce the overall memory size for building TCAM. This concept is about similar to the DR-TCAM in [26]. Lastly, depending on the TCAM application, the input data could be compressed before being stored in RAM block to further reduce TCAM memory usage.
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